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The We Dig Community project was undertaken by the Young Archaeologists’ Club, 
through collaboration with the Historic Environment team at the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park Authority.

This project could not have been 
completed without the contribution 
of the volunteers and the wider 
community. In total over 200 people of 
all ages carried out almost 300 days of 
archaeological investigation including 
excavation, finds washing, sorting and 
cataloguing.

The project involved over 150 children 
from the Young Archaeologists’ Club, 
Young Rangers, and several local 
schools who took part in what were, on 
occasion, challenging conditions…

The archaeological aims of the 
project were to – 

•  better understand the 
origins and development of 
the village of Bainbridge 

•  improve our knowledge 
of activity in the area both 
before and after the Roman 
period.

In order to do this, the project 
used Access Cambridge Archaeology’s methodology which is a tried and tested 
method for test pitting projects like this. In a nutshell the aim was to ‘dig’ a series 
of 1m2 ‘test pits’, which were excavated in 10cm layers called ‘spits’. The finds from 
each spit were carefully recorded.

Between April and October 2017, the project volunteers excavated 30 test pits, in 
people’s gardens and on the village green, with over 12,000 finds being recovered. 
So how did we get from arrows to bullets?

We dig

This was such a great 
opportunity for all 
our volunteers, but 
especially for the 
Young Archaeologists’ 
Club as they were 
involved with the 
project throughout. 

Wherever possible all the spoil was 
sieved. This is so important when 
test pitting as there are lots of small 
finds that are hard to spot.

All the finds had to be washed and 
catalogued. A large task that led to the 
running of 3 finds identification workshops. 

 This was learning at its best. 

Young and not so young mastered 

skills and through wind, rain and 

sun all experienced the joy and 

excitement of discovery and the 

rewards of team endeavour                  
“ ”Volunteer

 I really enjoyed going to 

Bainbridge big dig with archaeology 

club. My favourite part was 

searching and finding things     “ ”Young Archaeologist, age 9

Why did we choose test pitting?

Test pitting is a simple method 

of archaeological excavation that 

everyone can get involved in! This 

includes volunteers with little or no 

digging experience. The method can 

be easily learned and teaches real 

archaeological skills.

It is also relatively low impact. The 

turf is removed in small squares so 

that it can be easily replaced once 

the pit has been excavated. This 

means no JCB diggers that you 

might see on Time Team! 
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It is amazing how this small find gives us a tantalising glimpse back in time –  
a time of hunting (evidenced by the arrowhead) and the building of communal 
monuments (like on Addlebrough), but farming would have already been the  
main activity. 

Other evidence of prehistoric activity has been found in the wider surrounding area 
– sometimes on areas of higher ground. For example, the remains of a Bronze Age 
(circa 1500 BC) burial mound on the summit of Addlebrough (still within Bainbridge 
parish). Some of the stones at the site have a number of cup marks. These are a 
distinctive form of rock art, and their creation here demonstrates the importance of 
this place to the people who made them. The summit provides extensive views of 
Wensleydale. This suggests that Addlebrough had spiritual significance to prehistoric 
communities in the area.  

Later evidence from the period immediately preceding the arrival of the Romans is 
present within Bainbridge parish. Located on a hillside to the south of the village 
there is a circular shaped enclosure with a defensive ditch. This has been scheduled 
(meaning it has legal protection) and has been described as a likely Iron Age hillfort. 
However, geophysical survey has been undertaken at the site and no internal 
features were detected. This suggests it might have been a defensive enclosure 
rather than a settlement site, perhaps a place where people could protect their 
livestock and seek refuge. 

This asymmetrical arrowhead would 
originally have been attached to a 
wooden shaft, and may have been 
lost when it was fired during a hunting 
expedition. As flint is not naturally found 
in the Yorkshire Dales this arrowhead 

must have been made from material 
brought in or traded from 

elsewhere. Flints found in the 
Yorkshire Dales have been 

sourced from many areas 
of Britain, but the biggest, 
nearest sources are in East 
Yorkshire or Lincolnshire.

Prehistory

 Having the Big Dig project in Bainbridge this summer was a fabulous 

opportunity to get involved in archaeology and to learn more about where we 

live. We agreed to have two test pits dug in our garden, eager to see what may 

be lurking below ground that could give an insight into those who may have 

lived here before us. It was great fun to see people knee deep in holes in the 

garden but even more fascinating to see the different layers of ground that were 

hidden there. We were delighted when one of the pits revealed something, this 

suddenly grounds you to those who have been before”  Volunteer

These cup marks are decorative features that are found quite frequently in 
upland areas. However, due to geological reasons, this type of rock art is more 
unusual in the Yorkshire Dales.“

By the end of the project volunteers 
had uncovered over 12,000 finds which 
cover nearly 5,000 years of human 
activity in and around Bainbridge. 
As you can imagine evidence for 
prehistoric activity can be very elusive. 
But keen eyed diggers spotted a small 
number of worked flints, one of 
which was a broken arrowhead. 
This is known as an ‘Oblique 
arrowhead’ and dates to 
the Late Neolithic to Early 
Bronze Age – some 4,300 
to 5,000 years ago.  
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Impressive earthworks show the remains of the Roman fort and adjacent annex 
(a likely civilian settlement or vicus) on Brough Hill.

The Roman presence in Bainbridge is most apparent with the earthworks of the 
Roman fort. This fort, known as Virosidium, was occupied from the 2nd century AD 
through until the end of the Roman period. There is evidence to suggest that the 
fort was occupied by the Sixth Cohort of Nervians, a 500-strong auxiliary infantry 
unit, from an area that is now Belgium. The fort was extensively excavated during 
the early and mid 20th century. 

We thought we might find traces of Roman activity across the landscape and not 
just in the area of the fort…but this was not the case! In fact very few Roman finds 
were discovered in the area now covered by the village. Although those that were 
found tell us a lot about what was, or wasn’t, happening 2000 years ago. 

A few very battered fragments of Roman pottery were found within the village, 
however the majority was found in the test pits closest to the Fort (as might be 
expected). This shows that Roman settlement activity was largely ‘confined’ to the 
area east of the river, and that the area now occupied by the village was perhaps 
used as agricultural land in Roman times.

The most important Roman 
find was an almost complete, 
but very crushed, pot from 
the bottom of the hill below 
the fort. The crushed pot  
was a jar of a type known  
as Black Burnished Ware 
which was mass produced  
in Dorset.

It is unusual for whole pots 
to be buried as it is only 
after they have been broken 
that they get thrown away 
and incorporated into the 
soil. So why was this whole 
pot buried? One tantalising 
possibility is that it was 
deliberately placed in the 
ground as part of a burial or 
cremation – a well known 
practice in Roman times. The 
fact that the site also lies close to the route of the Roman road could support this 
idea as many Roman cemeteries were placed alongside roads. It is even possible  
that the modern cemetery for Bainbridge lies alongside the Roman one!

Despite finding only small amounts of Roman pottery, they demonstrate how 
well connected a seemingly isolated fort was. The fragments of the better quality 
pottery tended to come from further away, like the Samian ware was from South 
and Central Gaul (an area called Lezoux – in what is now modern day France). The 
majority of the ‘day to day pots’ are more locally manufactured, but there are still 
examples from Crambeck and Malton (both in North Yorkshire). 

The presence of a fort and attached 
civilian settlement, which appear to 
have been in occupation for much 
of the Roman period, suggests that 
the fort was an important economic 
centre.

The Arrival of the Romans
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This sherd of pottery is 1 of about 80 fragments 
of the crushed Black Burnished Ware jar.

 I have known for a long time 

that Bainbridge has important 

Roman connections, but little did I 

imagine how exciting it would be 

to help unearth a complete, albeit 

crushed, Roman pot!     
“

” YDNPA Member
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This illuminated manuscript 
shows William the Conqueror 
granting Richmondshire to 
Count Alan Rufus of Brittany. 

This really sweet glass bead is only 
8mm in diameter.

Domesday Book – ’In BROUGH (Hill), 3 carucates taxable; 3 2 ploughs possible. 
Arnketill had a manor there. Now Count Alan has (it). Waste. The whole, 1 
league long and 1 wide. Value before 1066, 8s.’ 

This fragment of pottery is part of a 
handle that dates to the 14th or 15th 
century. You can see the potter’s 
thumb mark from where it was 
attached to the main body of the jug.

The evidence from the test pits appears to show relatively little human activity 
within the area of Bainbridge village between the end of the Roman occupation 
and the 11th century. Most Anglo-Saxon and Viking cultures in this area (Northern 
Britain) were aceramic, which means they did not tend to use pottery. So just 
because we didn’t find any pottery from these periods does not necessarily mean 
that Anglo-Saxon and Viking people were not around. They may have made 

containers from others materials like wood or 
leather that do not normally survive for 

archaeologists to find. There is also plenty 
of evidence for the Vikings elsewhere 

in the Dales – for example Askrigg, 
Burtersett and Aysgarth are nearby 
place names with Viking origins.

However, there is evidence of a pre-Norman 
conquest settlement in the Domesday Book. 
Domesday is Britain’s earliest public record, 
documenting a huge survey of land and 
landholding commissioned by William I in 1085. 
A settlement called ‘Borch’ is referenced in this 
record and this perhaps refers to Brough Hill – 
the site of the Roman fort. Along with a large 
part of Wensleydale, Bainbridge was gifted to 
Count Alan as a reward following the Norman 
Conquest. It had previously been under the 
control of an Anglian Lord called Arnketil.

The arrival of a new Norman political leadership 
coincides with the earliest Medieval pottery 
found through test-pitting. This suggests that 
the planned village of Bainbridge, may have 
been first laid out in the early part of the Norman 
period. 

Did you know that Bainbridge was at the centre of a huge forest? In the Medieval 
period, the term forest meant land that was preserved for hunting for the nobility. 
The Forest of Wensleydale was maintained by the lords of Middleham. This helps 
to explain the low density of Medieval finds from the excavation as relatively 
few people lived and farmed in the forest. There were 12 foresters, and the exact 
location of their crofts is still unknown. The forest would have been a difficult and 
dangerous area to travel through, and every evening a horn was blown to lead lost 
travellers to the village. A replica forest horn was, until recently, still blown within 
Bainbridge during the winter months. It remains on display in the local pub,  
the Crown. 

Even after the Norman conquest of 
1066 little seems to happen around 
Bainbridge village. Just a few fragments 
of pottery from the 11th century 
onwards were found in the village. This 
lack of activity ties up with the historical 
evidence for Bainbridge, which is first 
recorded in 1218 – as Bainebrigg. 

Medieval

The name Bainbridge derives from 

the Old Scandinavian river name 

Bain (meaning ‘the short or helpful 

one’) and the Old English brycg for 

a bridge, so the place name means 

‘Bridge over the short river’.

© The British Library Board—The Register of the Honour 
of Richmond, Cotton MS Faustina B VII

(CC BY-SA – Professor J.F.N. Palmer and George Slater)
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Probable Totopoly counter – this one 
has traces of yellow paint remaining.

The button above comes from a Civil Defence 
uniform. The bullet to the right comes from a 
Lee Enfield 303 rifle which was the standard 
British Army rifle from 1895 till 1957.

Interestingly domino tiles were also 
known as bones. This one is actually 
made from bone and is only 28mm 
long. 

The greatest number of finds from this project date to the post-Medieval period. 
This can be seen in the thousands of fragments of pottery and clay pipes dating 
from the 16/17th centuries onwards. This reflects the increasing size and prosperity 
of Bainbridge along with a greater availability of better made items due to steady 
improvements in roads and transport. 

It is exciting that the increase 
in the number of finds makes 
it possible to identify what 
work people were doing; 
changes in clothing fashion; 
how they spent their leisure 
time and how the course of 
world wide events impacted 
on the life of a Dales village. 

Leisure
Amongst the finds several items were 
connected to leisure time. These included 
items commonly found on archaeological 
digs: numerous clay pipe fragments as 
well as 19th century and later glass and 
pottery marbles. Many marbles were 
originally bottle-stoppers that were 
reused as toys.

But there were also some more unusual 
discoveries. For example a small bone 
domino (18/19th century), which  
could either be from a child’s game or  
a travelling set.

“Modern” Life

Work
Being in the Dales, it is not surprising that many of the finds related to agriculture. 
This sickle is an obvious example, however there were also lots of remains from  
farm building such as barns like metal work (nails, bolts and hinges), as well as 
ventilation bricks for drying grain and fragments of chains for gates and tethering 
livestock. 

The development of agriculture could be linked with both the quantity and quality 
of 18th and 19th century pottery found in Bainbridge. The rapid increase in pottery 
may well reflect the economic and population growth of the area (and probably 
the rest of the Dales). A particular boost in growth could have resulted from an 
increased demand for wool for the army and navy during the Napoleonic wars 
(1799-1815). This would not be a surprising connection given the importance of 
sheep rearing and wool production in the Dales.

 We dug various test pits across the village 

green and in people’s gardens, in some we 

found nothing but others were full of treasures 

(treasures to us anyway) which gave us an 

insight into who lived there, when they lived 

there and how they lived, the real people of 

Bainbridge through time         

“
Volunteer”

Fashion
Many different buttons were recovered, 
giving an idea of the changing dress of 
Bainbridge residents. Working clothes 
had simple bone and mass produced 
stamped buttons. These can be 
compared to buttons with rare 
materials such as jet, or elaborate 
decoration which would have 
adorned ‘Sunday Best’. In the 
era before mass produced clothing 
people made and repaired their own 
clothes – and finds such as thimbles and 
a pair of scissors showed this.

World Events
The Second World War also left a 
footprint on the village. This can be 
seen in the recovery of uniform buttons 

for the Civil Defence (which 
became the Home Guard – the 
Dad’s Army of popular TV) but 
also unfired military bullets. The 
wartime finds came from the 

south west part of the village, close 
to an area where there had been a tank 
servicing depot. Soldiers must have 
been billeted nearby.

As well as part of one of the counters of 
a once common ‘parlour game’ called 
Totopoly. The counters were brightly 
painted lead alloy horses with jockeys 
which were used to ‘race’ around the 
board and dates from 1938 onwards. 

The clay pipe fragments dated from 
the 17th to 19th centuries – smoking 
was once a luxury, leisure activity. 

We uncovered a partially broken iron 
sickle on the village green.
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The collection of finds from Bainbridge is dominated by items from the last 200-
300 years. Although this material is commonly found on archaeological sites, it 
does clearly show the fascinating detail of people’s everyday lives – thimbles and 
scissors for sewing; animal bone reflecting people’s diets; toys and games from 
leisure pursuits and how even the Second World War still had its impact on the rural 
communities of the Dales. 

The project has given us tantalising glimpses into the origins and development of 
the village of Bainbridge. However, success can also be measured in how the project 
has connected both Young Archaeologists and volunteers with their local history. 
From arrows to bullets could summarise the test pitting project (one of our earliest 
dateable finds to one of the most recent). However, this would perhaps wrongly 
suggest that Bainbridge has been a centre of conflict. It is important to remember 
that Bainbridge is and has been well connected as a centre of trade and movement 
for centuries. It has been the final destination of material imported from within 
England as well as mainland Europe…despite its remote location in the centre of  
the Yorkshire Dales. 

Because of this project there are three new Yorkshire Dales YAC members and 
one new YAC leader. 

The weather over the summer was really 
quite mixed. But we couldn’t have asked 
for a better, more enthusiastic group of 
volunteers.

From the many discoveries (and some 
speculation) made during the dig we 
can see that there have been people 
in and around Bainbridge for the last 
5,000 years. The earliest people were 
probably passing through the dale on 
hunting trips. The first major activity 
in what is now the village appears 
to be the creation of the Roman fort 
on Brough Hill, which was occupied 
throughout the Roman period. The 
test pitting has revealed the tantalising 
evidence for possible burials associated 
with the Roman fort.

Once the Roman occupation ended in 
the 5th century AD there is little physical 
evidence of human activity until the 
11/12th century when the first dateable 
pottery appears. It is not until 1218 that 
the village of Bainbridge is recorded for 
the first time, and it is possible that the 
village replaces an earlier settlement 
in the site of the fort at some point 
between the late 11th century and the 
start of the 13th century. From then 
onwards activity at the village steadily 
develops, helped and hindered by 
events on the world stage, such as the 
Black Death and the Napoleonic Wars 
and the increased demand for wool. 

What have we learnt about Bainbridge?

 I had no experience of practical 

archaeology before I volunteered 

for the Bainbridge project. By the 

end I felt confident to undertake the 

careful and structured tasks involved 

in digging a test pit. However, the 

most rewarding part of the project 

was being involved with all the 

others volunteers working on  

the project             

“
” Volunteer
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To find out more:
visit www.yac-uk.org 
call 0300 456 0030
email herinfo@yorkshiredales.org.uk
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